
                                      Magnolia: Past, Present, Future

I. On May 9th of 2018 we celebrate our 25th Anniversary as a ministry!

      A. Magnolia has been a tremendous blessing to the Shoals area by
           simply existing as a congregation of Believers!

           1. Since our beginnings we have evolved into a congregation 
               of great diversity, acceptance and freedom!
           2. I constantly hear people say, “If Magnolia didn’t exist, I have 
               no idea WHERE I would attend church!”
           3. That’s not an exclusivist statement, but rather how a 
               person desires to practice their faith!
           4. The question is; how many other people in the community feel
                the same way?

       B. When we think of what a ministry is  and how do you become 
            this, one must have a statement to focus on!

            1. Vision Statement: Magnolia desires to love God with all our 
                                                ability and to love our neighbors as ourselves
  Luke 10:27
 “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and 
with all your strength and with all your mind’; and, ‘Love your neighbor as 
yourself.’


            2. Mission Statement: Magnolia is committed to represent Jesus
                                                  Christ to others through our personal
                                                  transformation! Our prayer is that as we
                                                  live this changed life before others we will
                                                  influence them with the gospel. We stand
                                                  firm in our commitment to, and belief in, the
                                                  “power of the gospel unto salvation”. 
 Romans 1:16
 For I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God that 
brings salvation to everyone who believes. 



II. Staying on mission is one of the hardest things for a ministry to do 
    as the years pass!

    A. Great opportunities present themselves and look like “good things”
        to do, but do they fulfill the mission? 

    B. Great ideas come forth, but do they fulfill the mission?

    C. No one ministry can do everything that needs to be done, nor should
         it try!

         1. No individual ministry has the resources, talents or abilities to 
             provide for all of the various needs of a particular community!
         2. Within any congregation there exist various gifts, abilities and 
             talents! This is also true on a larger scale within the Body of Christ.

I Corinthians 12:4-7, 12, 17-18 
There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. 
5 There are different kinds of service, but the same Lord. 6 There are 
different kinds of working, but in all of them and in everyone it is the same 
God at work.
7 Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common 
good. 12 Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many 
parts form one body, so it is with Christ.17 If the whole body were an eye, 
where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, 
where would the sense of smell be? 18 But in fact God has placed the 
parts in the body, every one of them, just as he wanted them to be. 


          3. So, the question is, “What is Magnolia?”

           4. It is proper and healthy to see ourselves as One Congregation

               in the Shoals area! We can’t and shouldn’t believe we have to 

               do every good thing that is asked of us! It’s simply not possible

               nor proper!

      

       D. Our ministry to the community should be filtered through the 

            gifts and talents God has placed among us!




             1. Does it fulfill our mission?

             2. Do we have the resources?

             3. Are there those among us with the desire, gifts and talents to

                 do it properly?

             4. Good people often miss interpret the scripture that says,

                  “Be all things to all people.”

             5. This is found in I Corinthians 9 and is not about acts of

                 benevolence! It is about behavior that affects our testimony!

             6. Jesus taught us, “ The poor you will always have among you.”

             7. With the magnitude of needs always around Jesus, He said,

                 “ I only do what I see My Father doing”.


III. As with individuals as well as organizations, Magnolia has both

     Strengths and Weaknesses! Gifts and talents or the lack of!


     A. Strengths:


         1. Close and long term relationships.

         2. Great way of reaching out and accepting new comers!

         3. Diversity.

         4. Generosity. Identifies needs and desires to be part of the solution.

         5. A thorough, balanced and well developed gospel message.

         6. Open and yet firm life of faith.

         7. A genuine and deep love for people. 


     B. Weaknesses:


          1. Generosity. The need exist to discern when to respond to needs.

          2. Diversity. We need to better value the views of others.

          3. Government. For efficiency, there needs to be clear lines

              of who does what! These lines must always be respected!

          4. Trust, respect and humility must be the core of all of this!

          5. This structure must exist to serve the ministry and not be a 

              burden on ministry. Church government is a tool, and only a tool

          6. Magnolia is consistant with EVERY organization I have ever been 

              a part of………………we struggle with communication.

          

      C. With all of this said, we must develop and communicate to the 

           Shoals what Magnolia is all about. What can they expect from us.




IV. Where are we as a ministry NOW? 

     A. While challenges and needs exist, we are in a very good place!


          1. There is a very strong and “weathered” core group of saints!

          2. For the most part, Magnolia is a group of believers with the same

              desire, mindset and heart to move into the future together!

          3. While diversity exist, lets allow that to be the strength rather than 

              the weakness or hinderance it is to some! 

          4. Let’s commit to the Lord and to one another that we will  
              LOVE EACH OTHER more than personal desires and opinions!


      B. While looking to the future, I believe it is necessary and practical to

           realize where we are right now!


           1. We are not a congregation of 300 any longer.

           2. We do not have the resources of people or budget that we

               once had.

           3. I do believe however, we are perfectly postured to become 

               exactly what the Lord desires for Magnolia to be! 
           4. We need to live within our means financially and function  
               within our abilities, and submit to the Lord’s working among us.


V. Where are we GOING?


    A. The general answer to that question is found in the Vision and  
         Mission Statements!  

         1. To love God with everything we’ve got and to love others!

         2. To represent Jesus to the world around us with the gospel!

         3. The specifics are not that plan and easy to discover much less

             walk out to the community!


    B.  The SEED I desire to plant in all of you this morning is:   IMAGINE!


          1. What can we be?

          2. What can we do?

          3. What will Magnolia look like in the next 25 years?




    C. How Do We Get There?


         1. Our vision must be clearly stated and revisited over and over!

         2. Relationships must be open, firm and strong!

         3. We must know and support the various ministries and programs

             of Magnolia and involve ourselves where appropriate!

         4. We must develop, believe in, respect and involve ourselves in the 

             leadership of Magnolia! Say to ourselves, “Where can I serve?”

         5. All of this must be sealed in Ephesians 5:21 that says,

             “ Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.”


VI. Today we are receiving a Special Contribution!


     A. For several weeks we have been revisiting our financial

         expenditures and commitments.


         1. Some recommendations as well as adjustments have been made.

         2. While we trust God and live by faith as well as acknowledge His

             faithfulness to Magnolia, we desire to be good stewards of 

             His provision.

         3. We desire to be good stewards of your generosity!

         4. Everything we have or ever will have belongs to the Lord!

         5. I desire to be conscious of money but NEVER DRIVEN BY IT! 

         6. We will live within our means and be transparent with everything

             the Lord trusts Magnolia with! That is our goal and commitment!


     B. Our theme verse for today is,


          Psalm 116:17 

     I will give You an offering to show thanks to You, 
     and I will pray to the Lord! 


         


        



                 

                                        

                
            
            


